
Faecal�Calprotectin
Chronic�abdominal�pain�with�constipation�or�diarrhoea�is�a�common�presenting�complaint.� �It�remains�challenging�for�
the�clinician�to�distinguish�between�inflammatory�bowel�disease�(IBD)�(most�commonly�ulcerative�colitis�and�Crohn's�
disease)�and�irritable�bowel�syndrome�(IBS).��Fortunately,�faecal�calprotectin�(FC)�has�shown�promise�in�recent�research�
that�has�translated�into�daily�practice�thereby�reducing�costs�of�the�diagnostic�work-up�and�subsequent�management�of�
these�patients.

Calprotectin� is�a�cytosolic�protein�present� in�neutrophils.� � In�an� individual�with�normal�bowel� function,� there� is�no�
generalised�bowel�inflammation,�and�therefore�very�few�neutrophils�are�present.� �In�cases�of�inflammation,�there�is�a�
consequent�increase�in�neutrophils�attracted�to�the�bowel,�resulting�in�increased�levels�of�calprotectin�being�shed�into�
the�faeces.��This�basic�hypothesis�makes�calprotectin�a�valuable�marker�for�distinguishing�between�IBD�and�IBS.��FC�has�a�
high�negative�predictive�value,�and�is�therefore�a�good�“rule-out”�test.� �Hence,�when�the�FC�is�below�the�cut-point,�50�
µg/g�stool�usually,�IBD�is�unlikely.��This�reduces�the�need�for�colonoscopy�and�further�investigations�in�patients�with�IBS,�
who�can�be�managed�more�appropriately.� �It�must�be�noted�that�elevated�FC�levels�may�also�be�caused�by�conditions�
other�than�IBD,�such�as�infective�gastro-enteritis�and�certain�colorectal�cancers.

FC�can�also�be�used�as�a�marker�of�the�response�to�treatment.��A�FC�value�that�normalises�during�treatment�is�an�excellent�
surrogate�marker�of� successful� treatment�outcome� in�patients�with� IBD.�Failure�of�FC� levels� to� reduce�or�normalise�
indicates�that�the�treatment�and�compliance�therewith�needs�to�be�reviewed.� �In�addition,�FC�can�predict�relapse�in�
patients�with�established� IBD.� �Values�have�been� shown� to� rise�prior� to�patients�becoming� symptomatic� therefore�
allowing�for�an�early�modification�or�reintroduction�of�treatment�and�the�consequent�modification�and�attenuation�of�
the�relapse�period.��Finally,�there�is�also�evidence�that�FC�levels�correlate�with�the�disease�severity�in�IBD.

FC�can�be�measured�on�any�random�stool�sample�with�no�requirement�for�a�24�hour�stool�collection.� �If�a�delay�of�>�24�
hours�is�anticipated�in�the�sample�reaching�the�laboratory,�the�stool�sample�should�be�frozen.��Results�are�reported�in�µg�
calprotectin�per�gram�of�stool.

FC�can�be�used�in�both�adult�and�paediatric�populations.��Levels�in�active�IBD�in�children�can�be�very�high,�exceeding�the�
measurement�range.��Generally,�these�results�are�reported�as�greater�than�the�measuring�range,�since�the�FC�test�is�not�
reliably�linear�in�dilution.�

Summary

Ÿ FC�assists�clinicians�in�distinguishing�between�IBD�and�IBS
Ÿ A�random�stool�sample�is�required
Ÿ Cut-points�depend�on�the�assay�used�and�are�indicated�on�the�laboratory�report
Ÿ Serial�results�need�to�be�measured�using�the�same�instrument�since�the�test�is�not�standardised
Ÿ FC�levels�may�be�elevated�in�other�conditions�e.g.��infective�gastroenteritis�and�certain�colorectal�cancers
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29/11/2021 Update

On 26 November 2021 the WHO designated the new SARS-CoV-2 lineage B.1.1.529, now named Omicron, a variant of concern.

Much is still unknown about Omicron and it is expected that the variant’s real world impact will become clearer over the 

next weeks.

What is Omicron? In late November a group of closely related viruses was identified from Southern Africa which harboured a 

unique set of mutations, not previously seen with other variants such as Beta or Delta. At the time of writing, Omicron has also 

been detected in European countries, the Middle East, the United Kingdom and the Asia-Pacific region.

Does it spread more easily? It is not yet clear whether Omicron spreads more easily from person to person compared to other 

variants. While there have been increases in case numbers in South Africa around the time Omicron was identified, the exact 

impact of the variant is still unknown.  

Does the clinical presentation differ? It is not yet clear whether Omicron causes more severe disease compared to previous variants.  

There is currently no information to suggest that symptoms associated with Omicron are different from those from other variants.  

Can currently available tests detect Omicron? Yes. The variant was detected through the use of routine PCRs and there is no 

indication that available PCRs cannot detect the variant. Assays targeting the S-gene of the virus may be able to predict that a 

sample contains the Omicron variant without sequencing data, but an absence of this proxy signal does not exclude infection 

with Omicron. The utility of this proxy is therefore limited to surveillance purposes. Furthermore, as this proxy is not available 

with all commercial assays and the clinical management of Omicron is unchanged from other variants, laboratory reports will not 

differentiate between Omicron and other circulating variants. Antigen testing is expected to perform as previously as most assays 

target the nucleocapsid (N) protein, not the S protein.

Is reinfection with Omicron likely? According to the WHO update of 27 November, Preliminary evidence suggests there may be 

an increased risk of reinfection with Omicron (i.e., people who have previously had COVID-19 could become reinfected more easily 

with Omicron), as compared to other variants of concern, but information is limited. 

How effective are vaccines? Data is still limited. Based on the mutation seen in Omicron it is possible that partial immune escape 

might happen but this was also true for previous variants, where vaccines continued to provide high levels of protection against 

hospitalisation and death. Vaccines as a crucial measure of risk reduction therefore remains highly recommended.

What now? While data on this variant is awaited, it is key that non-pharmaceutical interventions, like social distancing, masking, 

ventilation and sanitising, continue to be followed and that vaccine uptake is encouraged. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:  
SARS-COV-2 B.1.1.529 / OMICRON VARIANT 


